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Loa-o-·ofliCes·Taken By Group
About t h i r t y
demonstrators occupied the
··Daily LOBO offices Friday
evening in protest of what
they said were sexist articles
in the paper, particularly
George Hanover's
''CommonTory" ·column
which appeared in
Thursday's edition.
A front page editorial in
Friday's LOBO revealed that
Hanover was a pseudonym
created by LOBO ~!;aff
members. In the editorial,
· · the LOBO said the column
"was designed to satirize the
-Archie Bunker attitude so
sadly prevalent in America
today.''
The night before the
disclosure, a feminist comedy

team, Harrison and Tyler,
read the column to about
350 pe.ople after their
perfonnance. Tyler attacked
CommonTory, calling it "a
piece of trash'' and the
newspaper itself "sexist" and
"shit."
When Tyler asked if there
-were any LOBO staffers in
the audience, Michael
Minturn, LOBO editor,
walked onto the state. He
attempted to explain the
LOB 0 position, but was
shouted down by the
audience and threatened off
the ·stage by Tyler, who said,
-'get off the stage or the.
sisters will throw you off."
As Minturn left, Tyler
continued her attack on the

LOBO, saying Hanover
should be known as "George
Handover." About 150
people· adjourned to a
reception _at the Honors
Center for the comedy team
where they discussed the
possibility of a sit-in at the
LOBO offices.
Afterwards, the women
decided that a special edition
of the paper written and
edited by them with no
interference by LOBO
staff-outside of an advisory
capacity-would be necessary
if their views were to be
.adequately expressed.
After a night of talk, the
women agreed that an
occupation of the LOBO
offices would take place at

9:00 the next morning.
Nine o'clock came and
went, with no demonstrators
in sight. About 10:00, one
woman came into the LOBO
offices in search of the sit-in.
'As the · day wore on, the
number of women occupying
the newsroom fluctuated
between one and five.
Ex-ASUNM senator P. M.
Duffy-Ingrassia, who bad
emerged as the spokesperson
for the protestors, set up a
coordinating center in the
classroom across the hall.
People moved in and out
of the center in an effort ~
gain support for the sit-in.
After about seven hours of
organi.zing, the number of
people in the center had

reached about thirty.
One student said he wis
acquainted with many of the
demonstrators and said that
about one-fourth of them
were not UNM students. ·
Duffy-lngrassi a denied
this, saying, "these are all
students."
The first formal contact
between the editorial staff of
the LOBO a~d the occupiers
took place at about five p.m.
The demand for a special
issue was raised. Minturn
indicated that before maliing
a decision, he would have to
consult with the LOBO staff.
The group gave him an hour
to respond.
~uring the LOBO staff
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• James Crow

4:30 Saturday Meeting In LOBO Office

~concerned-Students' Ask
The pre~ominatly female group
that occupted the LOBO offices
over the weekend Sunday called
for the resignations of four LOBO
staff members, including editor
Michael Mintum, and asked that
disciplinar)f action be taken
against th~e other staff members.
Theact10ncameatthe.endofa
five-hour special Student
Publications Board meeting
attended by representatives of the
group and members of the LOBO
staff. _ _
Resignations_ were demanded
from editor Minturn, Arts and
Media editor Jon Bowman, copy ...
editor Dan Williams and LOBO
reporter Gail Gottlieb.
_
The group asked that
disc-iplinary_ action _be taken
against managing editor Scott
Eaton, sports editor Del Jones and
LOBO reporter John Rucker. _ _
p.M. Duffy- Ingrassia, who
announced the group's demands
t th
bJ" r
b d
o _e pu •ea tons oar ' gave no
reasons for asking for the

res.ignatJons and disciplinary
actton.
However, Duffy-lngrassia and
Buff _Stephens had earlier
mentioned _that _ the column
CommonTory was "Practically
libelous and slanderous" and that
"certain mem~rs. o~ the; LOBO
staff were mhm•datang the
wome.n" who had occupied the
LOBO offices.
_
_ The group's ·statement came
after Minturn announced the
LOBO's policy to refuse to allow
the group to have editorial control
over a special issue of the LOBO
on oppressed minority _groqps on
campus.
_ _
_
_We've decided, as the LOBO
staff, that a special issue is
necessary," Minturn gaid, "but Ws
going to be done through the
LOBO and the LOBO starr as it
stands right now.
.
. "Anybody here is weleome to
submit anything, and you will be
t ted
b d
1·
AI
· rea . as any 0 Y e se.
so,
anybody is welcome to advise in
any way they feel is necessary for
a good paper,"Minturn said.
Minturn said beginning in
·The LOBO wishes to correct its Monday's LOBO, and running for
Friday article on the occupation one week, an annoucement will
of the LOBO offices. The women appear on the. front page
who occupied' the LOBO offices requesting people from minority
were not affiliated with Women groups to submit articles and
· · tor .th e specta
•1 • •
Studies in any official way, and optntons
mmor•ty
did not ad in accord with the and oppressed peoples issue. _
wishes of Women Studies.
~The group, which Jabcled itself

Correction

David Johnson

For Resignati.ons

"concerned students," had earlier
Everything that goes through the "concerned students" asked
asked the board for a special issue the LOBO rests in the hands of for a "24-hour headquarters for
of the LOBO which would be the editor," he said. uwe are not a our staff in rqom 138 in Marro!"
written and edited solely by the censoring board. We are not Hall (the· room directly acros:.;
group and other oppressed people. editors of the LOBO."
_
from the LOBO newsroom.
A spokeswoman for the group
Minturn had earlier offered the
Ingrassia also said the group
s~id the LOBO's current editorial group a special issue of the LOBO, would like to use the Journalism
policy does not represent the but. he er:n.phasized that the LOBO Building, . as wen as get~ing
majorityofUNMstudents.
ed•tor1al staff would not cooperation and techmcal
"We want a complete edition relinquish editorial control to the assistance from the LOBO staff.
with out layout our everything. It group. He said some members of _ Chairman Crow asked ·the
would not be your typical the LOBO would be willing to group if it had attempted to reply
everyday LOBO" Duffy-Jngrassia ofCer the group te~hnical to the column CommonTory,
said. ••Just beca~se it's out of the assistance in putting a paper which initi~l1y caused the
norm doesn't mean it should together.
controversy, by submitting its
never be ,. _
Besides the special issue, which own column.
•
Buff Stephens, another member the group wanted to be published
"'i'his movement was our reply.
of the group said, "We want a under the LOBO masthead, but We were really angry and really
speciidly elected editor by the. without LOBO editorial" control,
(Continued on page 5)
board-a specialeditortoaspeciat
section of the LOBO."
r
'11te editor would be picked by
·
p··
the board from a list of names
_
submitted by the group, Stephens
The UNM Daily Lobo is, and always will be a student
said. Stephens said that since the
newspaper. In our efforts to accurately reflec·t the· vt'ews o· f the
"concerned students., is
·
h
f ·
entire student body, the LOBO i!l requesting and will welcome
~&peaheading t e takeover 0 the
any and a_ll articles or opinions from any individual or group·
LOBO, they would be in charge of
on the UNM campus who feel oppressed in any way.
soliciting contributions.
If enough sincere articles are su_ bmitted_ , we plan to devote
The board unanimously
decided that minturn has
an entire special issue of the LOBO for those concerned
complete editorial ,control over
enough with their cause to express their views in print. Copy
the LOBO and it would be up to
may. be submitted in thE! form of an article, editorial, an
him to appoint a sub•editor for
opinion column, orletter to the editor.
the specia issue if he wished. The
All COPY. will receive equal consitleratiol1 by the editorial
LOBO can have mnny sub-editors,
staff. We cannot set a specific date for the special issue
· 'al d • • 18
h
·
publication yet, but we sincerely hope there are enough
but t ·e fin a_1 editort
eCJstOn
concerned groups and individuals at UNM that wish to help us
Minturn's, board chairman James
_cxt>tess·their vi~ws.
.crow said. .
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·Apodaca, Lujan Have Early Carllpaign:Edge
j

o
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By JOSEPH MONAHAN
With six weeks to go before the
November elections, the
Republican party in New Mexico
appears headed for a serious

~ setb;~ck.

-~

The only strong Republican
candidate appears to be
.~ Congressman "M;~nuel Lujan who is
" GO moving
tow;~rds a substantial
::;! victory over Democrat Lt. Gov.
11: Roberto· Mondragon. Lujan hopes
~ to capture a fourth term in the
• U.S. House of Represe>ltatives.
"'
Mondragon began his campaign
by attempting to capitalize on the
~~-<crimes
of the Nixon
administration, but now that
Nixon is no longer with us,
Mondragon is left with the
economy as his major issue, an
issue that he is not closely
identified with and one that Lujan
has practically taken as a middle
name.
But even if Nixon were still in
office, Mondragon would have his
troubles. Lujan has close personal
ties with many of the voters in the
district. After six years in
Congress, this was apparent in his
defeat of Santa Fe lawyer Eugene
Gallegos in 197 2. Gallegos, the
young, liberal, charismatic type,
rari a well organized campaign,
but Lujan still won by over
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Relax
Your I.D.
Covers
FREE CHECKING
at
CITIZENS BANK.

Earn $15 a week
Donate twice weekly

No more worries over Checking_ Service Fees. Just
bring a student I.D: to Citizens Bank, and receive a ·
FREE Checklnd Account Service that Includes free
Bank·by·Malr With postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

IJy ORLANDO R. MEDINA
The ASUNM senate Thursday
repealed the Teacher Evaluation
Bill passed last semester and
funded the Rape Crisis Center.
The Teacher Evaluation Bill,
which was supposed to go into
effect this semester, was criticized
by 11ever,al '!enators. Specific
criticisms were whether the bill
would affect the entire student
body and how the project would
be financed.
The Teacher Evaluation Bill
would have set up a program for
the student body to evaluate the
faculty.
Moves to amend. the bill failed
and a motion was made to repeal.
The senate voted to repeal.
A major portion of the meeting
was devoted to Appropriation Bill
35 which would fund the Rape
Crisis Center.
Sen. Larry Abraham, chairman
of the Finance Committee, said
the bill received a "do pass"
recommendation from his
committee, but he wanted the bill
sent back to committee.
"The basic reason for this,"
Abraham said, "was that this was
supposed to be a pilot program
when it first started out. There
was an understanding the center
would eventuaUy seek other
funds. I was under the
understanding they would not be
back for funding. This should be

, Thle Offer lncludee:
• Feclllty, Staff, Employeee &
Non-Profit Organlzatlone of your echool.

DONOR CENTER

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
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255-3279

842-6991
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1307 Central NE
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.
"1YiALIIUCIUERGUE
3 FUll service Banks
2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 S•n Pedro, NE
•
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Phone 298-8777

FDICI
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hashed out in committee."
Sens. Lisa Sewell and Kit
Goodfriend argued that the center
was seeking outside funding but
the process was· time consuming.
They and Sen. P. M. Duffey
Ingrassia asked the senate to hear
from Linda McCreary, director of
the center.
Abraham objected and a vote
was taken to hear the gallery. The
vote was split 7 to 7 and vice
president Ernesto Gomez cast the
deciding vote not to hear the
gallery,
Later the senate heard from
Linda McCreary in the gallery.
"We never set out to deceive
you, but the program takes time
to be judged for outside funding.
Most programs require at least
two years to be judged,"
McCreary said.
The bill was passed and
Abraham later commented, "I'm
not against the Rape Crisis Center.
Who knows, someday I might be
raped."
The senate also heard from Phil
Clarke, legislative council to
president Gil Gonzales.

E:Cilf!INIUIR

QUf!IRT€R)
D1)COUNT LIQUOR)
•
905 YAL€ S'.€.

We will be sponsoring
a wine tasting and wine
course on 'both imported
and domestic wines. Classes
will begin Mon. night at 7
p.m. Sept. 30
For information and registration
call the Quarters

~

(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)-ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 8:00

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

Democratic candidate, Jerry cities that decide N<:w Mexico their candidates because. of the
national scandals, it is hard to
Apodaca, who must be called'the elections.
frontrunner, although his lead is
Skeen has been far behind in believe that two years of
not one of such magnitude that gaining the voters' attention and unprecedented, well publicized
the political obituary of has performed haphazardly in the corruption by a Republican
Republican candidate Joe Skeen area of press relations. Apodaca administration will not have at
· has not paused in the last year least a subconscious influence on
can be written.
The Demqcrat almost always with his press releases while Skeen the voters' decision. To say !hat it
has a head start in New Mexico is only now beginning to start a will have no effect is naive,
Besides this handicap, the N.M.
simply because Democrats heavy flow of his campaign
Repu b)ic;in party does not have
outnumber Republicans by more positions to the press,
the strength to mount a truly
than 2·1.
This, of course, is a secondary viable challenge to a strong
But all the same, Apodaca's
lead does not appear to be cause of Skeen's problems. As Democrat like Apodaca, The
mentioned earlier, Congressman party here reflects the conditions
Lujan has gained momentum . of some other Republican state
Skeen is essentially a through the personal contact he organizations: laclt of voter appeal
Republican novice as far as has 'established with many of the and disillusionment among party
state-wide recognition goes, voters in his district and as a work horses.
partial r!lsult he is in an unusually
Mary Louise Smith, newly
and would appear to be quite secur!l
position for a Republican elected chairman (the Republicans
vulnerable to the Watergate incumbent in the Watergate era. refuse to call her chairwoman) of
Skeen, on the other hand, is the national organization, spoke
issue.
essentially a Republican novice as in Albuquerque to a sparse crowd
tapering off. Guided by a strong far as state·wide recognition goes, of about 140 people. Part of the
organization, there have been and would appear to be quite reason for the poor showing can
reports that Apodaca is even vulnerable to the Watergate issue. be attributed to Smith's lack of
making headway in the eastern Apodaca senses this and will not identification by party regulars,
part of the state, long known for mention Nixon or Watergate. but at a similar event the
its refusal to support Spanish Through the campaign he will sit Democrats drew close to 400
surnamed candidates and anything back and Jet the issue take its people and the tickets were more
course.
that might be called a liberal.
costly.
That course will likely mean
If Skeen had the political style
Regardless of Apodaca's status
in the east, there is little doubt less votes for Joe Skeen. Even as of President Ford, which is
that he is running ahead of Skeen state Republican leaders deny that extremely low·key, he would
·in Albuquerque and Santa Fe, the there will be an adverse effect to suffer a landslide defeat. That is
not an impossibility, but unlikely
because of Skeen's ability to
interact with people. Skeen is a
persuasive man and amiable at the
same time. This should help him
garner more votes than could be
Clarke explained his duties as look into the matter.
being a representative for
Gomez said the decision only e:Kpected. This, he knows will not
Gonzales and ".all I do is carry absolved Pflyco from the matter. save him and that's where the
He added that the next phase was, issue of gambling comes into play.
ideas."
Gambling is an issue that can
Clarke informed the senate of "only the question in authority of
provoke emotion. in the voter and
suggestions, meetings and contracting."
negotiations that had transpired.
· The senate voted to concur one that ·c:m; be turned inttFa
The suggestions offered were an •wthh the acceptance of the place sensai!fbltlii'"'()OOI!e. The Sltet!n
campaign is trying to emplofii:He
expansion of members to the mats.
same
te'chnique :with gambling as
Popular Entertainmen't
'fhe negotiations with the GSA
Nixon
did with McGovern when
Committee and the possibility of :resulted in a proposal that the
hiring a part·time lawyer to aid group would pay $8,000 to he saddled him with the
ASUNM.
ASUNM for services rendered last "Amnesty, Acid, Abortion"
The negotiations and meetings year.
(continued on page 8)
concerned the acceptance of the
50,000 place mats for the
Coffeehouse and the funds from
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA).
Ancient Science of Soul Travel
Clarke said the decision was
Presents
made to accept the donated place
An Introductory lecture
mats with the advertising firms,
Pflyco, to :receive advertising
Tonight Mon. Sept. 23 8 p.m.
revenue.
ASUNM in turn does not have
to use all the place mats during
the school year.
OP€1'! MIND BOOk! S'TOR€
. Also acceptance of the place
3010 Central S.E.
mats was not to affect any
Free to Public
investigation or decisions made by
the ad hoc committee set up to

Senate Repeals Evaluation Bill

DO YOU NEED
. CASH?

BLOOD
PLASMA

10,000 votes.
Mondragon seems. politically
competent. Thus, it came as a
surprise to many observers to see
him attach his candidacy almost
entirely to Mr. Nixon, given the
signs of the last two years that the
political scene is anything but
stable.
Mondragon could have (and
possibly still, although time is
running short) put forward a
serious challenge to Lujan if he
had broadened his scope of
debate; instead he was besieged by
"Watergate Feve.r."
He may now try to shift his
attention to the Ni:Kon pardon as
a means of gaining lost ground,
but Mondragon probably realizes,
or at least should realize, that that
move would end up much like his
ill·fated attempt to campaign on
Ni:Kon.
When a candidate is running
against an incumbent, he needs an
early start and a tight
organization. Mondragon had an
early start and a reasonably
effective organization, but he
failed to protect himself from the
unexpected. There is still a slight
hope for the Lieutenant
Governor, but at this point his is a
doomed effort.
In the governor's race it is the
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George Hanover's CommonTor.y Dead

This Is Not
·An Editorial

Editor:
"
pituitous pleonastics
preaching ethnocentric
·euphemisms."
" ... vitriolic viragos and
vehement vixens ... "
These quotes from
CommonTory got me to
wondering ..• is George Hanover
really "Spiral" Agnew in drag, or
just a dedicated disciple of that
deadbeat fascist who fell from

By George Johnson
I hope the people included in Duffy-1 ngrassia's list of demanded
resignations (and those to be reprimanded) feel at least slightly
honored, I was out of town and missed the e~cltement, but I hereby
submit my name for nomination. I wish I had made Nixon's enemy
list too. Ingrassia's group and Nixon's Committee to Re-elect the
President have a lot In common: they are both bands of fanatics,
They are chauvinists, Before the women's movement liberated tile
word it meant one who is obsessed with a cause to the point of
blindness.
Once ASUNM Senator Bernadette Chavez wanted to screen the
film committee's movies and the proposed campus speakers to· weed
out exists and rasclsts. And that was fanatical and chauvinistic too.
She should have known better, Ingrassia should too.
Maybe a better word is gangsterism. We used that in an editorial
condemning the electrical engineering department for persecuting
Jovan Diuric. Whenever people gang together to wield power they
are acting as gangsters. TheY are forcing their point with numbers.
It's strange to be in the position of defending yourself against
so-called idealists, to be called an oppressor-just like I call
governments oppressors. I was part of the 60's and I burned my
draft card and refused to comply with selective service regulations.
At one point they withdrew my status as a conscientious objector I

!<·;

~;,· . ·•,·..••;.:·•:

An Apology
·To The Editor
Editor:
I owe Mike Minturn an
apology.
.
I was present at the Harrison
and Tyler program last Thursday
night, where Minturn was verbally
kicked off the stage by Robin
Tyler, after he had assumed that
she wanted him to be up on the
stage with her.
''As a femh'liSt who tries to be a
humanist also, I deeply regret not
having taken issue with Ms. Tyler,
during her performance, for her
treatment of Minturn's
misunderstanding."
So let me say that I'm sorry
that I didn't stand up for you, Mr.
Minturn; and knowing that you
are a competent editor, I hope
that you won't let her other
remarks get you down.
Susan Walton

wasn't objecting conscientiously) and reclassed my 1-A.
I thought I was an idealist. Now the term makes me sick. Where
li
do you draw the line between iilealists and zealots: I think I was a
R
~m~.
.
•. .· ,.· .·
Zealots don't listen. They make demands under the assumption
•. ·
that they are ordained with the Truth. And they assume anyone
i';
who disagrees doesn't know what he is talking about.
hH
Ingrassia and her band had legitimate complaints. By planning a
H.\ Special Issue we are acting in the name of minorities and the people
, l
of UNM.·But not in the name of DuffY·Ingrassia's group.
~.··; ·
Ray Bra«!bury wr.ote a story in which the blacks left Earth and
k'·i <=·colonized ~ars. TIJ$1} ;'V"oe white race killed itself with an atom
(; .,-bomb-but 'a band of survivors flew to Mars and huddled at the feet
V! · of the blacks.
j'j
And the blacks forgave them and accepted them as equals. They
jd didn't demand revenge.
;·;·.;
Maybe the zealots will inherit the Earth or Mars. Then we'll have
.
national screening boards to rid the media of oppression. Candidates
,•. i for office can be tested with lie dectectors-and the ones who are
ii
rascists or sexists can not run.
J;j
We can have thought police. But Goog thought police, blessed
· ··
with Divine Truth. .
·Hi
Divine Truth tskes precedence over the First Amendment.

~.i
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:~:~~~7of the press. What good is freedom if free people think bad
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Things would certainly be better if we were not judged as man,
woman, black, yellow, red, or brown. But the world has not
voluntaily improved. Maybe now it's time to force it to. Join the
revolution and seize the power. Because power in the hands of those
who know best is Good. And who can determine who knows best
better than the people who know best? Or think they do.
This, by the way, is written by me. May name is not a
pseudonym. I am not George Hanover. Orlando Medina says he
agrees with me. He was part of the Saturday night KentUcky Beau.
He wasn't included on the honor role either-maybe because it
would have sounded bad to reprimand a Chicano.
Although I am on the editorial staff this column does not
repre.sent the view.s of the LOBO. Or th.e u. niversity. Ferrel Heady
and Calvin Horn would never agree.
Or maybe they would. I am feeling more and more conservative.

•
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Confusion

i

l

. : ' ...

Editor:
forced into.
First of all let me
My confusion came when
congratulate you on your
Ms. Tyler asked that men
courage in showing up at last
night's (last Thursday) lecture
please not communicate with
by Harrison and Tyler.
them. In fact the· entire
I felt a bit confused later at
atmosphere was one of hatred
the- reception. I had thought
toward men because they
that the Women's Movement
were born men. At that point
was just a small part of What.
I lost interest in the Women's
the liberation is all about, .a~rf
Movement, at least the sexist
tl;iat's people. That the real
part of it, went. home and
enemy. is not men,· but the
wrote this letter. '
roles. men ancLwomen .are •.•,. :. •. •. _•. •.•.
Marshall Laird
.
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LOBO Offices TaKen By Grpup
attempted to block their weekly, the Albuquerque
conference that followed, it entry and were shoved back Sun-Times, offered to print a
women's issue weekly, for
was unanimously ag~:eed that into the room.
$100. The offer, which was
no sproial edition of the
One woman ran into the 'accepted by Duffy-lngrassia,
LOBO would be given to the editor's office and yelled to
women. Instead, a statement someone over the phone, was later abandoned in favor
was drafted that said the "We've liberated the student of acquiring a LOBO edition.
students involved in the newspaper for the students."
The protestors and a few
protest had the same access Staff members in tqe office LOBO staff people spent the
to the newspaper as any locked the door while the night at the newsroom, The
other student at UNM.
woman was on the phone, women continued
The statement said the . but· her fellow demonstators preparations for their own
group could express their .outside began shouting, "Are paper through Saturday.
opinions through a weekly you all right? Are they doing
Late Saturday eveing,
column, .guest editorials or anything to you?" The
letters to the editor. staffers then opened the negotiations resumed and an
agreemel).t was drawn up
Members of the group were dr.
between Minturn and
invited to join the LOBO
Jon Bowman, Arts and Ingrassia. It provided for a
staff. Minturn said that these
options were available to Media Editor, began clearing special minorities issue in
every student attending the out files that dated back to which Minturn would have
university.
1929, preparing for the final editorial say.
When Ingrassia presented
The protestors rejected possibility of the offices
the
proposal to the other
these options, then entered being trashed.
At about 8:30, the local occupiers,. it was loudly
the LOBO newsroom. As the
women began to file into the media began to arrive. Soon a rejected. The statement that
office, several LOBO staffers representative for a local brought the most opposition
(Continued from page 1) .

.

from the women read, "No.
member of this group shall
have any say · on copy
contributed by other
minorities." .
"It's our paper," they
,shouted, "our special
edition."
At that point, Minturn
explained to the women
protestors that their requests
would involve a "change in
editorial policy," and if th~y

.
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wanted to change that, they
could go befor the
Publications Board.
When it became evident ·
that no more concessions
would ·be :made by either
group, the LOBO staff
representatives left the
meeting.
"It is now . out of my
hands," Minturn said. "It is
now up to the administration
to decide."

UNM's Challenge
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• One of the main concerns of
this university should be the
''' education the students receive.
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: ·. majority in the state of New
iiil
Mexico. The purpose of Chicano
~
ll?l Studies and the other programs
t&l has been and continues to be to
provide these students and the
L: whole university with that part of
i# knowledge that is not provided by
the rest of the university. These
'
programs necessarily come into
conflict with certain university
policies. The university is being
challenged by these groups. The
real question is whether the
university in general is competent
in confronting these challenges.
Whose interests does the
university serve? Our main
concern has always been the
process of gaining a complete and
objective body or knowledge. Our
study in these programs is directly
connected to our real lives; there
can be no separation. Thus,
grading is not the primary issue
bUt, rather, the content and
validity of these courses should be
the main focus of discussion. We
believe that there are certain
people who are more competent
than others in dealing with the
situation. As far as we are
concerned we do not deny that
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be ·no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not· be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group .
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.
Opinions .•.
Opinions are signed g!Jest editorials . which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of the· Lobo, o't the"
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Opinions may be any
length, but may be cut due to space limitations.
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the students he spoke to, but he ~
certainly doesn't echo the 99% of
the students he has probably
..;
never spoken to.
@1,
I would like to encourage Mr. ~
Hanover to continue to write his
light hearted humour column for
the Lobo. I will read it as I have
often listened to his obvious idol
"Spiral," with tongue in cheek
and dictionary in hand.
Kenneth Kietzke

Lobo Letter, Opinion Policy

; _ intellectual needs of certain
segments of the population.
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favor among the ruling class chic?
While I think Dean Wollman
has asked some legitimate
questions concerning the teaching
methods and directions of women
and ethnic studies, I certainly
can't buy the paranoid fantasies
(i.e., "instructors flown in from
Peking and Havana") of this
ideological remnant of the Third
Reich. I'm sure Mr. Hanover
echoes the ideals of the 90% of

....
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some students enter classes
expecting easier material and
higher grades. This applies to all
courses. However, due to the
seriousness of the material
covered in these courses students
ha~e found the study more
intensive and demanding. We as
students feel that if credit is
withdrawn from these courses, a
most vital intellectual segement of
this university will be lost. Thus,
we will be forced to do whatever
we as students must do to prevent
such action. Furthermore, we
intend to take the initiative in a
positive way and continue to
struggle. Dean Wollman's
implication is that these programs
are creating social mobility for
the lower classes and contributing
to giving degrees whether the
recipient is intellectually
competent or not. Who will
decide the fate of many people?
The question is not whether UNM
will ha•Ja high academic standards,
but who is· .::ompetent to make
that judgement and who and how
"academic excellence" ought to
be defined. We believe in the
highest academic standards; that
is we will work harder in gaining
an education ·that will help us to
challenge the basic premises of
this and/or any other institution.
Gilbert E. Gonzales
E:rnesto Gomet
Project Consejo
ATM Business Club
National Chicano Health Org.
Chicano Studies faculty and staff

Photo by Diane Ross

'Concerned Students' With a List of Reporting Assignments on Board

Chavez~ Cites Conspiracy
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-A ing power and the members are
"mammoth conspiracy" by the denied improvements in their low
U.S. Immigration Service, crop standard ofliving.
"The corruption and the decep·
growers and the teamsters 1S
threatening the survival of the tion and the getting together with
United Farm Workers union, says the immigration service is so entrenched and has been going on for
Cesar Chavez.
•
so
many years that it is going to
Chavez, head of the AFL-CIO
take
a full scale investigation in the
union, said the threat is from Mexilevel
of Watergate to get down to
can workers illegally imported to
California fields to take the place
ofstrikingfarm workers.
"The teamsters in agricul•
ture-l'm not talking about truck (Continued (rom page 1)
driving-is a company union. They
d
B r·r St b
'd
ep ens sm ·
were brough_t there by the growers incense ," u
"W
d'dn't
wan•
the
LOBO
to
e • h1 meth'ng• we would want
to break Our Un. t'on," Chavez charbl
1
18
ged in an. interview (Washington pu
to say.".so
Window-UP! audio).
Minturn said a guest column
He said workers are recruited in was always available to people
Mexico, illegally cross the U.S.· who disagreed . with bpinions
Mexican border and go to work expressed in the LOBO.
The publications board, which
under teamster contracts with fruit
and vegetable growers, while tile supported Minturn's decision to
U.S. Immigration and Naturaliza· retain editorial control over the
student newspaper, approved a set
lion Service stands by.
"There is a mammoth conspiracy of motions concerning the LOBO.
with the immigralion service and
"In future LOBOs no rnore
the growers and the teamsters to pseudonyms will be us~d in
break the (farm workers) union, no columns," the board chatrman
question about thut," Chnvez said. " said in reference to the name
As a result. Chavez said, the George Han~ver which was used
farm workers union loses· barg!iln• ' with the CommohTdry' llbltlrnh.

Concerned

the whole rotten business of why
those illegals are being brought in,"
he said.
"We have to go further. You see
the growers and the teamsters are
paying profession(! I recruiters to go
into Mexico to get the people and
being them across. The grower is
up to his neck in it."

• •
Board member Dr. David
Johnson said, ''We support Mike
Minturn's decision to publish a
special issue of the LOBO. We
reaffirm ourbelief in the integrity
and competence of the editor and
his staff."
After the board approved these
motions Minturn made the
statement refusing to turn OVI!r
editorial control of the LOBO to
the group. Ingrassia them made
the motion asking I'or. the
resignations and disciplinary
aciion.
The "concerned students'' must
now file fbrmal charges with the
pub I ications boar.d for
•, consideration:; .. • · ·, • .'.'
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New LEVI'S Jeans with sewn-in front creases,
clean fit for the tailored look. Traditional
LEVI'S fit and quality. Available in the latest
fal>rics and colors. Take home a pair today.

RED HOT
· PANTS:

.in the Mini Mall at 171 0 Central SE:.
FOR
GUYS N'
.
.

GAL~. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Records in Review

R Time for Every~hing~
Even T:otolitorionism
By JON BOWMAN
.(Arts Editor's Note: The
following is the rationale for my
decision not to turn the LOBO's
editorial rights to the group who
occupied the office fast Friday.
There are other reasons for that
decision and I'm more than
willing to explain these or the
following to anyone wishing to
discuss the decision calmly.)
Totalitarianism, regardless of
the guise it assumes, is still
totalitarianism. No one wishes to
be labeled a dictator or
demagogue. But most people
assume their views are the right
ones. To do otherwise, to hold
opinions which one does not feel
right, is psychotic. It simply can't
be done without loss of sanity.
However, the feeling of being
right hardly justifies suppression
of those one feels to be wrong. To
state one's beliefs in a peaceful
manner and to Iisteri to those who
disagree in an equally peaceful
manner are two precepts which
may not always work, but which
must be attempted if people are
to be respecttld. 'The easiest way
to allow people to be treated like
androids is to become an android.
When such a transformation ·
occurs, it is the senses which
suffer first:
The most obvious form of
sensory rape occurs with media,
for media is but a shorthand of
language and as such, it reflects
the world we live in. That world is
a crowded one. It is laden with

"ST-11261"
Brewer and Shipley
(CapitolfST-11261

knowledge is utilized. It becomes
a tool of reality to be pitted
against the unreal hope that keeps
us, as people alive.
.
To live with the reality and to
fight that reality with
communication is human. To do
the opposite is human also. But
human only in the sense that
Hitler fit the anatomy of a person
or that Sob:henitsyn was jailed by
creatures similar to himself dr that
anyone else who's looked or
spoken differently has had to face
probably assautl from the
androids who fill our history
books.
As bad as media can be (witness
1984), it is the only means we
have of communicating on the
kind of level we need to bring
people together and to keep them
apart if they so wish.
Media is rape. Control of media
and denial of free speech is worse
as it facilitates the transformation
of people into demagogues and
mindless followers.
When I attended high school,
anyone espousing radical beliefs
was assaulted. I know.
And now that I've left the land
of attendance rules and absurd
instruction, the same appears to
be true,· with one minor
difference.
As a person and a
representative of the press, I
welcome anyone's peaceful
assistance or their peaceful
resistance. I do not welcome,
however, intimidation and threats

***

Ramon A.

~
Guiterrez

Student
Receives Rwo.rd

A UNM graduate studying to be
a Latin America histmian has
been named a 1974 Danforth
Fellow.
Ramon A. Gutierrez of
Albuquerque has enrolled at tl1e
University of Wisconsin to begin
work on a doctorate degree. The
prestigious Danforth FeJiowships
fund graduate studies in all fields.
Gutierrez, 23, went t.o
Wisconsin after a year in Peru
studying bilingual education and
Quechua, the language of the
Andean Indians, under a
Ful bright-Hays Fellowship. He
also spent a year at UNM's
Andean Center in Quito, Ecuador.
He hopes to specialize in the
history of Mexico and Andean
people and in Chicano history.
"There are many parallels
between Chicano children in the
United States being taught in their
native Spanish and in English, and
Indian children in Peru being
taught in Quechua and in
Spanish," he says.
Gutierrez is the second UNM
graduate eyer awarded a Danforth
Fellowship. The first was David
Ewing of Farmington, who
received a 1973 award to continue
linguistics studies.
Gutierrez attended St. Pius X
High School and 1n 1969 was a
U.S. delegate to the Model United
Nations Assembly and won a
statewide contest in dramatic
interpretation.
:As a UNM student he worked
with the Conference on
Inter-American Student Projects
•
•.
•
(ClASP), spending summers as a
'
community development worker
in Albuquerque and as a medical
assistant in a Mexican village. In
•
'
his senior year he won the
,-;
Fisher award as the
\.
"
~
~
~
l Reginald
outstanding
graduate in Latin
The "group" meets behind clothed doors to decide the fate of
American Studies.
the revolution.
Gutierrez also has exhibited his
photography and ceramics in local
the signs and symbols we create of violence toward myself or any art sho.;:w:.::s:::.·- - - - - The worst known case of compulsive
other person who is peacefully
for "others."
wao reported by the
And the others will always be stating what they believe. That is swallowing
Journal of the American Medical
others. It's an aphorism to say so, one principle that is Association in December, 1960. The
patient, who complained only or
it's another rape of the senses, but non•negotiable.
swollen ankles, was found to have 258
it's a statement undeniably true,
items in his stom'ach, including a 3 lb.
· Rape hurts, as does any violence
piece of metal, 26 keys, pairs of
It
was
reported
on
December
7,
by people, against people. ·
tweezers, 4 nall clippers, 39 nall files, 3
1968, that a book on febrile diseases
The tot:,litarian knows this. (London, 1805, bY. Dr. J, Durrie) metal chains and 88 assorted coins.
Some will use the knowledge for checked out in 1923 from the
The most extreme form of color
University of Cincinnati Medical
themselves alone, others will Library
blindness, monochromatic vision, is
was returned by the borrower's
couch their use in humanist great-grandson Richard Dodd. The fine vcr:Y rare. The highest rate of red-green
_blindness cxitts in
rhetoric. Regardless, the was calculated as $22,646,00, but it colol'
Czechoslovakia and the ·lowest rate

4.

By JEFFREY HUDSON
In the search for the ultimate
album the reviewer many times, in
a bias for the awe-inspiring,
overlooks artists he or she had
previously evaluated as nauseating
or run·of·the-mill.
It was ea'sy in the old days of
the forty-fives (when the little
records would go thunk, thunk,
thunk as they'd drop down to
replay "Wild Thing" fifty times
over and over when the tone arm
got stuck) to know what enticed
the reviewer and how (and maybe
even why).
Now on an album where the
artist must be superb on five songs
to a side they can either grind or
be very One, the reviewer's
evaluations are much more
analytical.
Listening one day, I heard a
song come out of nowhere, low
and soothing. I wanted to hear
every tone emitted. I wanted to
run right out and purchase it. But
I had it. Right here. In my hands.
To review. It was called "Keeper
of the Keys" from the new
Brewer and Shipley album,
ST-11261, a group the reviewer
had previously shelved as
run-of-the-mill,
The first side of ST-11261 is
slow and subtle; tunes like "Fair
Play" and "Shine So Strong"
(reminiscent of the Stone's "As
Tears Go By") grow and pel! as a
chorus of chimes preluding the
tempo change on the second side.
"Eco-castastrophe Blues"
(about the skin and bones lining
up and paying dues with the
kamakasi girls and the suicide
men) is an evolution of folk music
with the ·heightened awareness

..

lyrics. The quintessence of a
Brewer and Shipley vocal
harmony is "Keeper of the Keys"
with its intriguing dual melqdy
guitar line. "Ballad of a Country
Dog" uses a harmonica rhythm
with the tuned harmonics of
Brewer Shipley's guitars.
So, in the search for the old
tomato in rock music the reviewer
is many times surprised by the
evolution of a group he had
passed up. Thus it is the inspired
musician and composer that keeps
the reviewer ever delighted in a
perusal of plastic.
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1 ByDh9bC?..~, !i.~" IfltO Tex~ Tech 21 -21
!l

The eyes of 17,719 UNM fans

ranked Red R 'd .
wna Y
With 1 . 08 311e~t. il
10
Myer c 0 ~ 1
Je game
touchdown ~a~s e~o ~et~our ~ard
o f~>l: the two point conversion . cutting the Tech lead t Ro~~~~~
1-1 g1vmg the Lobos a 21·21 tie leaving no doubt th t th 0 L 1
~
a
e o Jos

g. were upon the Texas Tech
oo defense, as Steve Myer drilled a
j pass into the hands of Ken Lege

t

~

f

t..

were ~mng f~r the hvo pomt establish a ground game all night
conversion. A time out was called UNM finally decided to go stricLiy
and it was decided the attempt to t h c 0 n 1y thin
that
would have to go through the air, w o l' k c d ~the pas 8 • g My e 1•
foaefully to flanker Kege who completed two key throws, one to
la )' ca.ught one touchdown pass Floyd Perry 011 a third and ten
ear,,•er m the ga~e.
. . .
and the other to Kevin Thompson
Th~ on!y thmg I :-;as thmk~ng on fo~l'ih and ten,
about, .satd Myer, was gcttmg
This put the ball on the Tech
the ball 111. I c~uld hear the cwwd 20 and four plays later, during
but I w asn t nervous. Kenny which the noise level at University
(Lege) ran a double out slot and Stadium never subsided tl
made a great catch.~' ,
Lobos drove in for the score.' le
. The touchdo_wn dnvc started
Texas Tech literally fu bl d
w1th 3:32 left m the game after their way to a 13 •7 h
e
Tech. was forced to punt missing deficit losing good field a .;!ne
the f1rst down by one yard. The three times AHhou/JOSit~o_n
boot went only 28 yards giving prevented the R 'd 1 f liS
the Lobos the ball on their own scoring, the Lobos we~~ 1~;!er ~~~
45 •
to cash in.
Unsuccessfully trying to
Then with 2 :46 left in the half
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"Pussy Cats"
Harry Nilsson
(RCA/CPL1·0570)

Six Foul Out In
.Polo Scrimmage·

•*•

By DON WESTERVELT
This album is a combination of
three 'things-used tip songs from
the sixties ("Loop de Loop "
"Many R'IVers to Cross"), tunes by
'
Nilsson that stretch poetic license
a bit too far ("Black Sails," "Old
Forgotten Sailors") and
super-cute production at the
hands of John Lennon.
Melodically, the album is at
least listenable most of the time,
although the rendition Nilsson
gives us of "Rock Around the
Clock" fails to rock at all, and the
songs he wrote get a bit sappy
awfully fast. The words arc a
disaster, promotion stinks, and
the music never quite makes up
for it.
It's the sort of album that
might be ok to spin at a noisy
party at which nobody is listening
anyway.
,

..

Lobo ~evin Thompson Runs Into TECHnical Difficulties

Arizona Sweeps
X-Country Meet

About 100 spectators turned Oct. 11. UNM will host Air Force
out Friday night to watch UNM's Arizona State Univ., and Ne~
water polo team scrimmage at Mexico State in the Lobo
University Pool.
Invitational.
Coach Rick Klatt's 20·man
squad was divided into Blue and
White teams for the intrasquad.
The White team won 13·12 in a
hotly contested game that saw 51
fouls committed and 6 players
foul-<>ut.
White led 7·4 at halftime, but
the Blue team launched a furious
assault in the second half only to
fall short when a shot on goal hit
the goal post with 10 seconds to
play.
Brian l'atno led all scorers with
seven goals. Dave DeVore paced
the White team with three.
Klatt said the large number of
fouls committed was due to the
team's not being used to playing
under game conditions. He said he
expects to pick the starting lineup
this week.
268-8455
The team's season opener is

Complete Systems
heaters

Land,
.... ... Ji,
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Homes,

People

Call 345-200 1
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Water Trips
3407 Central N.E.

..

Graduate Student Association Elections
for:

President
Chairperson of Council
2 University Forum Delegates
1974-75 GSA Budget

WILL BE HELD TUESDAY, SEPT. 24, 1974 AND
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25, 1974

.Featuring the

Polling Places to be announced

The handmade bicycle from France

...

Tech
306
80
386
6·37 .7

$59.95

$27.95

""'

Libro.ry Lounge · 5001 Lomo.s N.E.

Northern New Mexicci

UNM
55
224
279
9·42.9

Stap by and have a laak at
aur ••l•ctian af ta speeds

'Gordon's

Albuquerque &

Yards Rushing
Yards Paf!sing
1'otnl Offense
Punts·Avcragc

$29.95

SHDP

among Fiiians and Brazilian Indians.

Sept. 23-28 John Williams Duo
Sept. 25-26·27 4:45-7 ? ?
Sept. 29· Sun night A than
Athan and her guitar
Sept. 30·0ct. 12 Cardinal Duo
- ...Lance.Henderson-..Kev4n:Mughes ...

Bob Hameli. intercepted a Tommy
Duniv\ln,pass which was tipped by
Greg Jones giving the Lobos
possession at their own 4 7. Seven
plays lai<.>r UNM had a first down
on U1e Tech 24 and MyeL' hit Lege
on a fly pass for the sc 01,e,
Bob Bert, who missed two PAT
attempts last week, booted two
field goals and .another which was
called back for Illegal motion.
The Lobos were able to pick up
only 55 y~rds one the ground with
Myer gcttmg 20. They had 224
ya1·ds thl'Ough the air. Tech as
expected picked up most of their
yardage rushing, getting 306 yards
on the ground and 80 yards
passing.
,
.
. Larry Issac and John Garner
Picked. up 112 and 111 yards
rcspecttvely for the Red Raiders.

Kingsize Waterbeds

By HAROLD SMITH
always does that in the beginning
The University of Arizona of the season."
swept past New Mexico and
UNM's Matt Segura had led the
NMSU Friday afternoon in a Lobos in time trials last week with
rain-soaked cross country meet on a 34:38 clocking, but even with
UNM's south golf course. Final an improvement of 1:12 he could
score: Arizona·21 UNM-35
only grind out a seventh place
NMSU-80.
'
' finish behind teammates Johnson
Wildcat Ed Mendoza an and sixth-placer Mark Bjorkland
AII·American who placed lSth in (33.23),
last year's NCAA cross country
The mini•marathonets of
meet, easily outpaced his Arizona blasted their way to six
competition on the six-mile, of the top ten positions with
grassy course. His winning time Mendoza and third man John
was 32:45.6,7.4 seconds ahead of Bradford blazing the trail. State
Lobo runncrup Blair Johnson.
managed to squeeze in their best
Johnson said, "Mendoza just man, Jim McMillan, in 15th place.
ran away from me. I lost contact
Lobo Coach Hugh Hackett said
with him about a mile ·out."
"It was real close. There was only.
Arizona's coach, Dave Murray
25 seconds between third and
sai~, "He (Mendoza) ran well: tenth place,"
He s capable or running much
Hackett said be team will
better.
confront national power Colorado
"His plan was to tick with tl.e here next week, but this time it'll
!eader the first five miles. He be on the "dirt somewhere."
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The greatest number of viewers for a
televbed event is an estimated
600,000,000 for the Uve and recorded
transmissions of man's first lunar
landing with the Apollo XI mission on
July 20-:21, 1969. This total was
reportedly matched by the viewership
of the ncar-disaster of the Apollo XIII
space mission of Aprilll-17, 1970.
The wodd 's highest-paid ~elevision
performer based on an hourly rate is
Perry Como (born Piedno Como,
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, on May 18,
1912), who began as a barber, In May,
1969, he signed a contract ·with NBC
to star in four one-hour video specials
at $5,000,000. At the rate of
$1,250,000 per hour, he was paid
$20,833 per minute.
The only man t9 master the esoteric
art of smoking 13 full size cigars while

sirn~taneously

whistling, talking, and
giving bird imitation, is SimQn
Argeviteh of Oakland, California. He
performed his feat in 1972 before a
national television audience on the
Johnny Carson show,

.Apodaca, Lujan
(Continued from page 3)

slogan in the 1972 election.
They were not issues that were
of overriding concern to a great
deal of voters (excepting abortion
possibly) but they were
manipulated· into being made vital
and necessary to the "National
Security of America."
,
There may be credibility to the
argument that Apodaca is
involved with characters that
could be mildly described as
unhealthy for New Mexico. If
Skeen does have evidence to

The world's greatest consumers of
fresh water are the people of the
United States, whose average daily
consumption was 493,440 million
gallons in 19.70, By December 31,
1967, 40.6 per cent were fluoridized.
The unaided human eye, under the
best possible viewing conditions,
comparin& large areas of color, in good
illumination, using both eyes, can
distinguish 10,000,000 different c~r
surface~>.
The most accurate
photo-electric spectrophotometers
posses!; a precision probably only 40
per cent as good as this.

substantiate his accusations, heshould p.:oduce it for his own
political health, or he may suffer a
backlash effect for using Nixonial!
Politics."
,
If Apodaca does sta~·t to falter
as a result of thQ gambling
controversy, New Mexico could
be in for some real mudslinging
with real issues of the state
obscured by reckless innuendo.
LoRking at the university
community, which is the fourth
largest voting bloc in the state,
Apodaca is running fa~· ahead, that
is if anyone plans on voting.
Apodaca's voting record on
education is strong. He voted for

the 18-year-old vote while Skeen ;;p
voted against it. Apodaca '
supported a 19-year-old drinking ..CJJ
law while Skeen opposed the
action.
·
These issues are ones that
students will appraise before
voting. Even if they fail to
examine the issue, Apodaca would
almost surely be the victor at
UNM as a Democrat.
Whether the voter turnout is
moderate or heavy, an Apodaca
win will probably result. It's still
too early to be sure but Apodaca
defeated five well known
Democrats in the gubernatorial
primary b~ over 10,000 votes.

Students who bave already applied
Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
student community service which runs for work-study and are qualified, but
have not yet been placed in a job
announcements of meetings and other should chcclt with the Work-Study
affairs of student organizations. Office in Mesa Vista Hall fo;r
Announcements will normally run two assignment.
days prior to and on the day of the
The first sign up date for
scheduled event. Submissions should
employment interviews at the Career
be taken to ASUNM Public Service
Center will be Tues., Sept. 24
Relations/Information OfficQ, in Room for seniors. For further info contact
248 of the SUB. Please keep notices the Center, Mesa Vista South, Room
2131-277-2513.
short and to the point.
Rap sessions on contraception
and/or· sexuality at Student Health
Center Tues., 2·4 p.m.
·

,.,..
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates ; lOt per word per da)' with a
$1.00 per da:v minimum charee, or 6t
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum charge for ads published ftve
or more consecutive days,
Terms: Payment must be made In full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Manon Ball, Room 132

MbJtmail

Classified Advertlainll:
UNM P.O. Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 8'7181

1) PERSONALS
GSA ELECTIONS and Budget Referen•
dum will be held Tuesday, and Wednesday, September 24 and 25. Polling
places: 1. GSA Office, NM Union "106
(Northeast corner or Union near TV
room), 8 :30-4 :30, both days. 2. Law
School lobby, 9-2 on Tuesday, September 24. 3. Farris Engineering Cttnter,
room 143 (north end of Farris, next to
patio), 9·4 Tuesday, Septc!mber 24. 9/26
IF you think You're PREGNANT & are
f,9nlmed about lj,1~all.AGORA, 277•3013
or come by the NW <Cornel' ·qf Me~a Vis" ta. There arc many avcn\Jes to explore.
• Let's explore them all.
9/27
MAZATLAN NEW YEARS (by air):
$315 for 8 days. Call Atlas, 265-8074.
9/26
HOUSE, UTILITIES. Mature reliable woman in exchange !or limited serviees.
May b!! student, workin!l' or partially disabled. Weekdays 243·8811, ext. 189. 9/23
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends wbo care at Birthright.
247·9819.
;..

2) LOST & FOUND
LOST BOXER, MALE. Color: Drin11le, 12
yrs. old, nearly blind. Reward, 262·0470.
9/27
LOST MALE LAB·DALMATION named
Billy, $5,00 lor return. 766-5863. 9/24
LOST: 011 9/16. bus pallS. Reward. Beverly Ecker, 321'1 Betts Dr. NE. 296-6868.
9/27
FOUND: MAN'S Watch in Woodward
Hall, Rm. 147 on 9/18. To identify,
can 277-6104.
9/26
FOUND: PUPPY on UNM campus,
Woodward Hall area, Sept. 16, 898-2373.
"
9/26
FOUND: NEAR NEW tennis courts, woman•s prescription glasses. Large beige
plastic. frames, gold temple pieces. Innuire at CampUll Police lost & found
dept.
9/26
FOUND: Small Purse-Allison Taylor
Otis. Claim at Student Information
Desk.
LOST: PAIR GOLD wire-rim glaMes in
Mitche11 Hall, Ladies room last week. Reward, 243-3407, 8-6.
9/23
FOUND: WOMEN'S 11reseription sun..
gliUI$!!!1, rose frame!! w/green lens, Max·
Well Museum in Anthropology Bldg,
Ideniily & claim in Mlllleum tlffices.

,

3) SERVICES
NEW FALL CLASSES at Open Mind
Book Store. T'ai Chi Chuan. Hatha
Yoga. Shiaf.clu. Starting this week. Details, 262-0066. 3010 Central SE. 9/23
HAIRCUTS, trims, professionally done
without the ~roteMionat rip-off, reason·
ably priced, 242-6514.
9/26
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed acc.uracy, Reasonable
rates. 29S-7147.
9/20
PASSPORT, .IDENTIFICA'I'ION photos.
Loweet prices in town, fast, pleasing,
Near UNM. CaD 265·2444 or come to
1'717 Girard N.E.·
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FOR RENT

5)

FORSALE

MUNTZ CASSETTE-FM Radio in dash
car-stereo, $100. 869-2173.
9/23
GOLD STREET CinCUS, records, pJant.'l,
rugs, beads, tapestries. 1820 Central.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _·_
9/27
DON'T .PAY high Prices for insurance,
$5,000 permanent insurance, $28 per
:year. 266-2!110.
9/27
19" GITANE GRAND SPORT deluxe
bran1l new, $100. Stev!!, 294-8371. 9/27
'63 OLDS, excellent school trans. $300.
Coli 855·961G after 5 PM.
9/27
UNIQUE TRUCKING MACHINE. Cm•
tomizcd Forll Ranchero camper, rurnished, 25 MPG, $800 negotiable. 266·
0991, 27'1-6238.
9/24
NEW S-track cor stereo with FM-MPX
stereo ro11io, $105, 255-9691 after 6 pm •.
9/26
'66 VW BUG with '69 engine, rum; great,
$600. 296-5015 after 5 :30.
9/26
CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
12/6
by Charlie Romero, 268-3896.
UNIQUE TRUCKING MACHINE. CtL'!•
tomi:r.ed Ford Ranchero camper, furnished, 25 MPG, $800 negotiable, 266-0991,
277-6238.
9/23
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: BaUs-lof.cJ
left and still on sale at the Dike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842-9101). Racquef.cJ as low
10/'1
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
QUEST~R standard model telescope. Mint
condJtJon. 35 percent ott Jist price. 2660111 evenings.
.
9/23
KJNGSIZE mattress w1th full :!let linens,
Frank, 26~·5213, 268·0011.
9/23
BICYCLES t BICYCLES I Now is the time
for a new 10-speed. Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches and we
have a terrific selecticm. The Bike Shop,
82:1 Ynle S~t R42-9100.
10/7•
OLD MIRAGES 1968 throu~tb 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
Un
DICYCLES: Lowest Prices on Git.ane and
?thcr .fine European Bicycles. Over 100
m stock, $75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four blocks from UNM. 843-9378. tt'n

~
~

FOR SALE

5)

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
tfn
sleep tomorrow, 765·1111.
FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. VerY clean. Near Uni·
versitv and north west. 242-7814, 247- "
1006, 242-1871.
tfn
LOOKING FOR an apartment'l We have
six and will furnish to suit. Call 247·
4405 evenings. Mr. Scott.
9/25
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the youn~: and
the young at heart. Rents start at $180.
Large swimming pool. Eftlcienciee .t
1 bdrm avaUabJe, furnished or unfurnished. Walking distance to UNM.
1520 University NE. 243-2494.
10/4
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooma.
Very clean, near Univf!l'lity and north
west. 242-7814, 24'1·1006, 242-18'71. tfn
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms, VerY clean. Near Uni·
versitv and north Wl!llt. 242·7814, 247·
1006, 242-1871.
tfn

STEREO DEAD PHONES 14.95, 6 toot
cord, soft ear pads. United Frelsht
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
OLD MffiAGES, some 20 Yean! old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron HaD.
VINTAGE CLOTHING, antique nuilta,
oak furniture, photographic antiques.
The Silver SunbeJUD, 3409 Central NE.
9/17
GEODESIC DOME-2-year old home, IC!'t:luded in the South Valley on an acre
of land, Perfect opportunity to begin
the road to self-sumciency. $12,600.
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 8'17·
6194.

418 Central S.W.
843-7559

There will be a Kiva Club meeting
Wed., Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. at the
International Center. Charles Blackwell
of American Indian Law Center will
speak. Fall elections are also scheduled.

With this ad

New Mexico,
A Pictorial Essay
text by Tony Hillerman

Andre Kale, a leading illusioni!lt will
bafDe audiences Wed. and Thurs. at
7: 30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ.

$19.95

reg. •22.00

oHtr ••pirll SIPl. 20

¥ Rolling Stone

TENT for Backpacking, 100 percent Rip·
The women's gymnastic team wUI
stop Nylon construction. Weieht lass
than 4 lb8. $80. CRll 277-2309 or 298- begin practice today from· 4:15-6:30
1296.
9/21 p.m. at Carlisle Gym, For info call
coach Janet Blair at 266·2650.
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.96, complete systems, $69.96, heaters, $2'1.50.
There will be a flea market
Water Trips, 340'1 Central NE. Across
from Arbies. 268·8,55.
tfn .sponsored by the ASUNM Consumer
Affairs Office on the upper and lower
STEREO SPEAKERS. 4' x SlJ..'. $80 or mall, north of the SUB, Wed., Sept. 25.
~oft'er. 268-6114, ask for Rob.
9/24 Charge 50 cents for individual and $1
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls, for organizations to cover cost only.
· shortJI. sh0011, & shirt8 now on sale at
the Dike Shop, S23 Yale SE, 842·9100.
Basic meditation classes are being
TWENTY ACREs-3 Domes. Cerrillos. held on Wed,, 7:30-9 p.m. in Room
Private, . comfortable, unique. SUN· 217 of Mitchell Hall. Open to all.
Sfl JNJo: IUMJ,TY. ~5-2001,
9/4
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale this week at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842-9100.
BACKPACKERS - Come. inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection or
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266-8113.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30•$60, 441 Wyom•
ing NE, 265·5987.
10/23
6)

MOTEL DESK CLERK. Business exp~r:
ience helpful. Lodging & some cash, 2474023 or 265·4878, 9 am-3 pm,
9/25
MANAGER POSITlON open at Univer·
sity of New Mexico radio station
KUNM (FM), a nationally known educational, progressive station. Applica·
tions available at KUNM, New Mexico
Union Building, UNM. Include resume.
UNM student preferred. Probable starting date: October 1st. Salary: $5670/
year. Leave applications with Prof.
Charles Coates, Journalism Building, Rm.
216, UNM, by 5 PM Monday September 23, 1974.
9/20
PART·TIME JOB, graduate students
only. Afternoons & evenings. MUst be
able to work Friday & Saturday nighf.cJ.
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phOnf' calls please. Save Way
Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE and 5516
Mttnaul NE.
9/13
STUDENT IN WHEELCHAm needs as•
sistance $2.20/hr, Cathy, 242-7438, 10
hours WPf'k.
9/23

7l MISCELLANEOUS
FREE GREY KITTENS & Cat. Call
~aron 268·3729 or 277-CSOG.
9/24
SCRIPTURE READING, prayers, songs,
daily 7 PM, 425 University NE, Canter•
bury Chapel.
10/14
FREE ORGANIC MOUSE. TRAPS. Half
Siamese. Eleven weeks old, call Shashla,
262·0783.
9/27

FENTON S. KATZ

Mortgage-Life--Health Protection
·Spell L-0-V-E
.

a ..

Mother Earth News
E
Village Voice
• ¥ Out of state newspapers !i
1
Albuquerque's largest
· magazine selection
!!
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OPEN SUND.AYS
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2620 Rhode Island Street N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Phone (505) 293-6161

T'S lflAKE .£0V

Complete Electronic
Supplies
for the Hobbyist
Ex~rimenter

Professional
Amplifiers
Books
Capacitors
Diodes

Resistors

7:00 9:30

Transistors
Test Equipment
Receiving Tubes
Picture Tubes

$1.

Recording Tapes

Antenna
Batteries
Microphones
Intercoms

Rotors
Transfonnen
Wire
Speakers
Controls

Cables

Prescriptions filled ,

Lenses replac:J.'

Insurance Company

12(J. Vassar, S.E.

"'&L ZapComix

¥ ZooWorld

EMPLOYMENT~

Southwestern Life

.

Women's medical self-help and Pap
clinic at Student Health Center, Room
220, Wed., 2·4 p.m. Minimal charge for
Pap smears. Speculums for sale.
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OPTICIANS
9:00·6:00

I

Sat.
9:00-4:00
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
:......New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 ·. flllllla.~
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